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Two interacting electrons in a vertical quantum dot with magnetic fields
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We present a numerical exact calculation for the energy spectra of two electrons in a finite height cylindrical
quantum dot in details by a coupled-channel method. The electron correlation energy for various geometry of
quantum dots, with and without applied magnetic fields, for singlet and triplet states are investigated. The
magnitude of magnetic field for transition of the spin-singlet ground state and the spin-triplet excited state is
compared with experimental result. The study shows significant contributions due to the spreading of electron
density distribution along the vertical direction. In contrast to the planar circular disk model, the study will be
useful for some realistic quantum dots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-electron quantum dot is the simplest quantum
system that shows the interplay of electron-electron inte
tion and spin effects and hence is especially interest
Without external magnetic field, spin singlet is the grou
state and the degenerate spin triplet is the first excited s
With applied magnetic field, the triplet states split and shif
while the singlet state has zero spin and change slowe
energy than one of the triplet states as magnetic field
creases. At certain magnetic field strength, the triplet
singlet states interchange the roles of the ground and exc
states. Similar oscillations occur at higher excited states,
Unlike the situations of quantum dots, the singlet-trip
crossing for helium atom will be at magnetic field as high
43104 T and yet to be observed. Among the studies of t
electrons in a quantum dot, Wagneret al.1 derive the pertur-
bation results for the spin singlet-triplet oscillations for tw
electrons in a circular disk model quantum dot under perp
dicular magnetic field. The oscillation was observed
Ashoori et al.2 The experiment which used vertical confine
quantum dot ~called the vertical quantum dot! was an
Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs quantum well of diameter 408 Å an
height 175 Å with the parabolic lateral confined potent
1
2 m* v'

2 r 2 of \v'55.4 meV. The measured cross-over o
curs at about 1.5 T. By using a model of two-dimensio
circular disk Wagneret al.1 found the crossing at 3.6 T with
their calculation.

Other physics of two electrons in semiconductor quant
dots has been intensively investigated in the past few ye
Bryant3 studied the energy levels for two electrons in
square GaAs quantum-well box. Merktet al.4 calculated two
electrons states in semiconductor quantum dot w
harmonic-oscillator well under perpendicular magne
fields. Pfannkucheet al.5 compared the results of Hartre
Hartree-Fock and exact treatment for the same system. T
found that the Hartree-Fock is good for the triplet states
not appropriate for the singlet state, so the exchange
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correlation effects are very important for few-electron qua
tum dots. Dineykhan and Nazmitdinov6 used oscillator rep-
resentation to study the two-electron quantum dots in m
netic fields. They found that the height of a quantum d
actually modifies the value of magnetic field for the obs
vation of the singlet-triplet oscillation. While most of th
studies are based upon model of planar disk, their study
cludes the vertical dimension.

The electron-electron interaction effects include the m
tual Coulomb term and spin part. Experimentally, the F
results7 show that the parabolic confining potential is a go
approximation. So theN-electron Hamiltonian in a quantum
dot can then be separated as center-of-mass~c.m.! motion
and relative motion~RM! due to the parabolic potentials. Th
FIR acts on c.m. only and the electron-electron effects
hard to detect. To explore the electron-electron interact
Wagneret al.1 proposed the measurements of magnetizat
or the spin singlet-triplet oscillations for the exploration
electron-electron interaction.

Due to the relative smallness of the height with respec
the diameter in a vertical quantum dot, most of the studies
this problem used the model of two-dimensional circu
disk.8 However, although the motion of electrons inz direc-
tion is mostly confined in the ground state subband, the
tribution in z direction is very important for the dominan
role of electron-electron Coulomb interaction. Rontaniet al.9

found that purely 2D models often inadequately describe
Coulomb interaction, and overestimate the carrier locali
tion. Considering so many investigations of this proble
with circular model, a more detailed calculation related
the realistic quantum dots is certainly demanding.10 In this
paper, we calculate the energy spectra of two interac
electrons in the vertical quantum dot under magnetic field
a coupled-channel method. The method is numerical ex
for two-electron system under magnetic fields. In a rec
paper, the method was employed to solve the additional
ergy spectra of many-electron system in vertical and sph
cal quantum dots.11 We must point out that the method
©2001 The American Physical Society23-1
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readily to be generalized for other types of potential; ho
ever, as shown in Ref. 10, the parabolic potential is accu
for radius less than 700 Å. Hence in this paper, we will lim
our scope to the parabolic confining potentials.

II. THE EXACT TREATMENT OF TWO-ELECTRON
VERTICAL QUANTUM DOT WITH PARABOLIC

CONFINEMENT POTENTIALS

We consider two interacting electrons of effective ma
m* in a vertical quantum dot with harmonic confineme
potential. In the presence of a constant magnetic fieldB in
the z direction, the system is described by the Hamiltonia

H5(
j 51

2 H 1

2m*
S p¢ j2

e

c
A¢ j D 2

1Vdot~r¢ j !J 1
e2

eur¢12r¢2u
1Hspin,

~1!

where the confinement potentialVdot(r¢ j )5(m* /2)@v'
2 (xj

2

1yj
2)1vz

2zj
2# andHspin5g* mB(s¢11s¢2)•B¢ is the coupling of

electron spin and magnetic field.mB is the Bohr magneton
and the background dielectric constant ise. The effective
atomic units are used hereafter unless otherwise stated,
is \5m* 5e/Ae51. For GaAs one hase512.4 andm*
50.067 which imply the effective Bohr radiusa0*
597.9 Å and effective Hartree energyE0* 511.9 meV. The
effectiveg* 50.44 is from band parameters of GaAs.1,12 For
the perpendicular magnetic field, we choose a symme
gauge described by the vectorA¢ 5 1

2 B¢ 3r¢5 1
2 B(2y,x,0). In-

troducing the relative and center-of-mass coordinater¢5r¢1

2r¢2 , R¢ 5(r¢11r¢2)/2, the Hamiltonian, Eq.~1! can be de-
composed into the center-of-mass~c.m.! and relative-motion
~RM! terms as follows:

H5Hc.m.1HRM1Hspin, ~2!

Hc.m.52
1

4
¹R

21Veff
2 ~X21Y2!1

1

2
vcLZ1vz

2Z2, ~3!

and

HRM52¹ r
21

1

4
Veff

2 ~x21y2!1
1

2
vcl z1

1

4
vz

2z21
1

r
,

~4!

whereVeff5Av'
2 1vc

2/4, andvc5eB/m* c is the cyclotron
frequency.

To solve the eigenenergy of the two electrons system,
calculate the eigenenergies of c.m. and RM parts separa
At the first glance, the c.m wave function contains a pla
harmonic oscillator with angular frequencyVeff and a
z-direction harmonic oscillator with frequencyvz . Its
eigenenergy can be written as

Ec.m.5~2N1uM u11!Veff1S NZ1
1

2Dvz1
1

2
vcM , ~5!
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whereN50,1,2,3, . . . , andM5 integer. On the other hand
due to the Coulomb interaction, the RM wave function ca
not be solved analytically. We expand the RM wave functi
in spherical harmonics:

CRM~r !5(
l

f is,l~r !

r
Ylm~V!, ~6!

the eigenvalue equation reduces to the following coupl
channel form:

F2
d2

dr2
1

l ~ l 11!

r 2
1

1

4
Veff

2 r 21
1

2
vcm1

1

r Gf is,l~r !d l 8 l

1(
l

1

4
Dv2r 2Al

l 8mf is,l~r !5e isf is,l~r !d l 8 l , ~7!

with

Al
l 8m5E Yl 8m

* ~V!cos2uYlm~V!dV, ~8!

andDv25vz
22Veff

2 .
The total wave functionC(1,2) contains the product o

c.m., RM and spin parts.C must be antisymmetric under th
interchange of two electrons. The c.m. part has pa
(21)M1Nz, with the conditionvz@v' , the electrons will
always be in theNz50 subband. The parity in Eq.~6! is
equal to (21)l , thus the indexl in Eq. ~6! must be either odd
or even. Also, since thez component of angular momentum
is conserved, both theLz of Eq. ~3! andl z of Eq. ~4! are good
operators. The magnetic quantum numbersM andm are fixed
for each state. Since the magnetic quantum numberm is a
good quantum number for each orbital, the orbital and s
coupling do not need to be included in the diagonalizat
scheme. The coupled equations~7! are solved to machine
accuracy by means of the generalized pseudospectral~GPS!
method.13,14 For the radial coordinater, we first map the
range@0,̀ # or @0,r max# into @21,1# by using

r 5r ~x!5L
11x

12x1a
, ~9!

wherea52L/r max andL is the mapping parameter. The co
location points$xk% and the corresponding weights are det
mined through the Gauss-Legendre-Lobatto quadratur14

The method is especially accurate for Coulomb problems.
a typical example, in the calculation ofB510 T, 50 grid
points inr and 18 partial waves were used. The diagonali
tion takes about 18 cpu seconds on a 600 MHz Pentium
PC.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Fig. 1, we plot the total energy of two noninteractin
electrons without spin term atv'50.5. As for the confine-
ment in vertical direction, Fig. 1~a! is for vz50.5, Fig. 1~b!
is for vz51.0, and Fig. 1~c! is for vz55.0, respectively. The
system is decomposed into Eq.~3!, and Eq.~4! without the
3-2
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Coulomb term. The total energy is equal toEc.m. of Eq. ~5!
plus

ERM5~2n1umu11!Veff1S nz1
1

2Dvz1
1

2
vcm, ~10!

wheren50,1,2,3, . . . , andm5 integer. By defining

v65Veff6
1

2
vc , ~11!

N65N1
1

2
~ uM u6M !, ~12!

n65n1
1

2
~ umu6m!, ~13!

we can see that the total energy is rewritten as

Ec.m.1ERM5~N11n111!v11~N21n211!v2

1~NZ1nz11!vz . ~14!

In Landau regimevc@v' , the total energy becomes

Ec.m.1ERM→~N11n111!vc1~NZ1nz11!vz .
~15!

The energy levels we plot in Fig. 1 are designated
(N,M ,NZ ,n,m,nz). The orders from lower to higher level
near B50 are (0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,21,0,0,0,0), (0,0,1,0,0,0)
(0,1,0,0,0,0), (0,21,0,0,21,0), (0,21,0,0,0,1), etc. in Fig.

FIG. 1. Total energy of two noninteracting electrons in a qu
tum dot with v'50.5 and different confinementvz in z direction
under applied magnetic. For~a! vz50.5 , ~b! vz51.0, and~c! vz

55.0. Thev' andvz are ineffective atomic unitas described in the
text.
19532
y

1~a!. Sincev'5vz50.5, the confinement is a spherical ha
monic oscillator potential and the quantum numbers ofEc.m.

and ERM are of equal weight. For example, (0,21,0,0,0,0)
and (0,0,0,0,21,0) are degenerate states so are the f
states, (0,21,0,0,0,1),(0,21,1,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,21,1) and
(0,0,1,0,21,0). For small magnetic fieldB, those states with
negative magnetic quantum number have lower energies
to azimuthal angular momentum coupling. And this coupli
will eventually dominate the confinement potential for som
states that makes the energy diagram more complicated
large B than smallB’s. In contrast to Fig. 1~a! which has
three degenerate branches nearB50, there are five degener
ate branches nearB50 in Fig. 1~b! because the confinemen
is not a spherical symmetric potential anymore. But the c
finement ratiovz /v'52 is integer, the degeneracy of stat
still exists forBÞ0. The energies from lower to higher ne
B50 in Fig. 1~b! are (0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,21,0,0,0,0),
(0,1,0,0,0,0), (0,21,0,0,21,0), (0,0,1,0,0,0) and so on. Fig
ure 1~c! indicates that there are 6 branches nearB50 for
vz55.0 and the larger energy difference between these st
at B50 compared to Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! is due to larger
vertical confinement potential.

It is easy to deduce all the energies and their degene
in Fig. 1 from the exact form of Eq.~14!. We plot this figure
in order to show the effects of Coulomb and spin interactio
in the next graph. Noted that under the parabolic poten
forms, the lowest spin singlet and triplet energy will nev
cross each other, no matter how large the applied magn
field is. This can easily be seen by the singlet and trip
energy fromEc.m. andERM .

In Fig. 2, we show the difference of total energies of t
calculation with and without both of the Coulomb and sp
effects. The parameters ofv' andvz are the same as thos
of Fig. 1. For simplicity, we present the energy difference
those low-lying states, that is,N50 andn50 in this figure.
The states we draw from bottom to top in Fig. 2~a! are
S(0,0,21,1), T(21,0,0,1), T(0,0,21,0) and S(0,0,0,0)
whereS(T) indicates the state is singlet~triplet! with quan-
tum number (M ,NZ ,m,nz). There are many states whic
energy difference is the same curve in Fig. 2. The gro
S(0,0,21,1) andS(0,0,1,1), is represented by a curve a
S(0,0,0,0),S(0,1,0,0),S(1,0,0,0) andS(21,0,0,0) are in a
group of the same curve. For triplet states,T(0,0,21,0) and
T(0,0,1,0) belong to a group andT(21,0,0,1),T(0,0,0,1),
T(0,1,0,1) andT(1,0,0,1) are in the same group. The diffe
ence in the singlet ground state is actually the dominant
among the few plotted low-lying states. This shows that
effects of electron correlation and exchange are more imp
tant for spin singlet ground state than for the triplet as sho
in Ref. 5. Also noted that as the vertical confining potent
changes, the behavior of these states also varies. The ord
T(21,0,0,1) andT(0,0,21,0) merges into the same point
B50 for vz50.5 and switches in the cases ofvz51.0 but
not in the case ofvz55.0. This also means that the vertic
confinement is physically significant to the behavior of ele
trons in a quantum dot.

To further explore the effect of vertical confinement o
the energy spectra, we define the correlation energy as

-

3-3
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DEcor5ERM2H ERM
0 1 K 1

r L J , ~16!

where the Hamiltonian of the relative motion in Eq.~4! is
rewritten as

HRM5HRM
0 1

1

r
, ~17!

and

HRMCRM5ERMCRM , ~18!

HRM
0 CRM

0 5ERM
0 CRM

0 , ~19!

K 1

r L 5 K CRMU 1

r UCRML . ~20!

SoDEcor is the difference of total energy in Eq.~18! from the
energy of the noninteracting electrons in Eq.~19! and their
direct Coulomb energy. In the regime of perturbation theo

DEcor5ERM2 K CRM
0 UHRM

0 1
1

r UCRM
0 L . ~21!

In Fig. 3 we show the change of correlation energy for

FIG. 2. The difference in total energy for the Hamiltonians w
and without Coulomb interaction and spin effect. The shape
quantum dots studied corresponds to those of Fig. 1. Solid lin
the energy difference of the singlet state and dashed line is
triplet state. The curves from bottom to top in energy atB50 are
S(0,0,21,1), T(21,0,0,1),T(0,0,21,0), andS(0,0,0,0) in~a!; the
energy order in~b! is the same as~a! except that the triplet state
exchange their order for largeB value; in ~c! the order isS(0,0,
21,1), T(0,0,21,0), T(21,0,0,1), andS(0,0,0,0). See text for the
notation.
19532
,

e

spin singlet state of (n,m,nz)5(0,0,0), with respect to the
quantum dot geometry under magnetic fields of 0,2 T a
10 T. We plot the cases ofv'50.5,2, and 5 withvz run-
ning from 0 to 10 at increment 0.2. We find that the cor
lation energy is larger for stronger magnetic field at smallvz
but reversed for largervz , and the change ofDEcor with
respect tovz is smoother for larger values than at sm
values ofvz .

The results can be explained as follows, since the mo
of c.m. plays no role in the correlation, and only the part
relative motion is important. The correlation energy is pr
portional to the overlap of the electron wave functions. F
the spin singlet state, we can estimate the wave function

C~r !;exp$2@Veff~x21y2!1vzz
2#/4%, ~22!

so the spatial spreading in horizontal dimension is;1/AVeff

and is;1/Avz in the vertical direction. From the definition

Veff5Av'
2 1vc

2/4, we can see that at smallvz , the electrons
become more and more localized in the horizontal direct
as the magnetic field increases and hence the correlation
ergy will increase with the magnetic field. On the other ha
for the largervz , the electron distribution inz direction is
rather localized, the change of horizontal distribution due
the increase of magnetic field does not produce signific
change in electron correlation.

In Fig. 4 we present the correlation energy with respec
the change ofvz for more states. We calculated the sing
states with (n,m,nz)5(0,0,0),(0,1,1) and triplets with

f
is
or

FIG. 3. The change of electron correlation energy with resp
to the geometry of quantum dots under applied magnetic fields.
states are singlet states with (n,m,nz)5(0,0,0). In each plot, the
solid line represents an applied fieldB510 T, dashed line forB
52 T, and dotted-dashed line forB50 T. ~a! v'50.5, ~b! v'

52, and~c! v'55.
3-4
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TWO INTERACTING ELECTRONS IN A VERTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195323
(n,m,nz)5(0,0,1) and (0,1,0) atB50. We can see that sin
glet state (0,0,0) has the largest electron correlation and
glet state (0,1,1) has the smallest correlation among the
curves. Again, this can be explained by the electron w
function overlap of the relative motion. The singlet (0,1,
have the most widely spreading density distribution and
smallest overlap to produce electron correlation. Similar t
dency was found for the cases ofB52 T andB510 T and
is not shown.

To compare with the experimental data,2 we use v'

55.4 meV andvz529.3 meV to model the size ratio o
diameter to height to be 408 Å:175 Å. We show in Fig.
the energy spectrum of two electrons in the vertical quan
dot under uniform magnetic field along the vertical directio
At smaller magnetic field, the spin singlet state is the grou
state while the triplet states are the excited states. TheM
50, m521 state of the triplet becomes the lowest one d
to the magnetic filed at the value ofB51.1 T. Compared
with the experimentalB51.5 T, the result is actually accep
able. Because this value of magnetic field depends on sev
physical parameters, such as the confinement potentials
dielectric constants of material and size of the dot, etc. A
the experimental conditions such as the confinement po
tials and other material parameters are hardly the same a
idealized parameters employed in the calculation.

To further investigate the effects of potential paramet
on the magnitude of the singlet-triplet transition magne
field, we perform a calculation for a variety of quantum d

FIG. 4. The change of correlation energy for several states w
out magnetic field. In each plot, open-squared curve is for the
glet state with (n,m,nz)5(0,0,0), open circles for singlet with
(n,m,nz)5(0,1,1), open diamonds for triplet with (n,m,nz)
5(0,0,1), and filled upper triangles for triplet with (n,m,nz)
5(0,1,0). ~a! v'50.5, ~b! v'52, and ~c! v'55. Similar ten-
dency is found for cases withB52 T andB510 T.
19532
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geometry and size. In Fig. 6~a!, we plot the transition mag-
netic fields against a range ofvz at v'50.454 ~i.e.,
5.4 meV). This actually implies the change of the magne
field with the geometry. Atvz5v' , the quantum dot is

-
n-

FIG. 5. Energy spectrum of two interacting electrons quant
dots. The confinement parameters are set to model the experi
with quantum dot of diameter 408 Å and height 175 Å.vz

52.4666 corresponds to 29.3 meV.

FIG. 6. The change of singlet-triplet crossover magnetic fi
with the geometry and size of the quantum dots.~a! For v'

50.454: the dot is cigar shape forvz!v' , and is spherical for
vz5v' . At vz@v' , the dot approaches planar disk.~b! For
vz /v'55.436: smallerv' corresponds to larger vertical dot, an
vice versa.
3-5
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spherical; and atvz!v' , t he dot is cigar shaped; while th
dot becomes planar disk forvz@v' . The transition mag-
netic field decreases monotonically with the change of ge
etry from cigar shape through spherical to planar disk.
Fig. 6~b!, we show the change of transition magnetic fie
with respect to the size of vertical quantum dot. In this pl
we set the ratio ofvz :v' at 5.436. This is to simulate th
experimental shape of vertical dot with fixed diameter
height ratio. Since the spatial spreading is;1/Av', hence
smallerv' corresponds to larger dot and largerv' means
smaller dot. We can see that the transition magnetic fiel
larger for smaller dots than larger dots. The tendency
change is monotonic, too.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

By using the coupled-channel method, we are able
solve the energy spectra of the two interacting electrons
vertical quantum dot under magnetic fields. The study ta
the vertical dimension into consideration. We find that thz
confinement has significant effects on the energy spectra
the quantum dot with larger diameter to height ratio, t
magnitude of the magnetic field for the singlet-triplet cro
e

.

19532
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over is larger than the thinner shape quantum dots. And fr
the difference of total energy between results include a
exclude the Coulomb and spin effects, we find that the c
relations of the two electrons are more important for lo
lying states than the higher one. In the study of correlat
energy, effects from quantum dot geometry and the app
magnetic fields were explored. Finally, the method we u
in this paper is flexible to other kinds of confinement pote
tials. We limit the calculation to parabolic confining pote
tial, because the study10 showed that the model is very accu
rate. However, in our study of the effects of quantum d
dimensionality and size, the magnitude of the magnetic fi
for the singlet-triplet crossover is actually dependent on
potential parameters.
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